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Numerous global industries – and

technology as a whole – have benefitted

from Velo3D’s commitment to more

accurate and faster metal additive

manufacturing.

CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA , UNITED

STATES, July 25, 2019

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Wohlers

Report 2019, revered for its expertise

in the 3D printing industry, says that

the global 3D printing industry will be

worth some $35.6 billion by 2024 – a

huge increase over the $7.34 billion

confirmed industry value in 2017.

While desktop 3D printers are on the

decline, the industrial use of the

technology – particularly in metal

additive manufacturing – will continue

to grow and benefit numerous

industries. Velo3D, headquartered in

beautiful Campbell, California, is one of the world’s premier providers of high-tech next-

generation metal additive manufacturing systems and software. 

The Wohlers Report 2019 took data from companies in a variety of different industries, including

the likes of Boeing, Honeywell Aerospace, United Technologies Corp., FIT, UPS, the US Marine

Corps, BMW, and others in order to cover many different vantage points and make accurate

predictions. Per the last report in 2018, there were some 135 system manufacturers across the

industry, but according to the 2019 report, there are now 177 companies producing industrial

additive manufacturing systems, representing 42 new producers in a single year. 

Not all these companies specialize in metal additive manufacturing, however; in fact, many

specialize in printing with polymers and plastics, instead. Of the various companies with

expertise in metal 3D printing, Velo3D leads the pack and provides technology well-suited for
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numerous industries. With its Sapphire equipment and Flow software, high-tech options that are

faster, more user-friendly, and more accurate than their counterparts, they serve aerospace,

automotive, medical, industrial, contract manufacturing, and energy industries every single day.

Velo3D is a leader in metal additive manufacturing thanks to its unique ability to create overhang

angles to below 10 degrees without supports – something that has not been done previously.

Manufacturers in all of these industries now have the freedom to produce sharp angles and

large diameter components without fear of design limitations or support access. In fact, up until

recently, many of the components produced by Sapphire and Flow were once deemed

impossible. 

Velo3D is also making huge strides when it comes to spinal, cranial, and orthopedic surgery.

Because the company’s products allow for more flexible design, engineers are pushing the

boundaries of the technology and creating some of the world’s best medical implants. Because

of the reduced need for tooling, less material waste and consumption, and faster time-to-

market, Velo3D is a top choice in the medical industry, and it is playing a crucial role in realizing

the number one goal – personalized implants for everyone. 

To learn more about the various industries supported by Velo3D’s state of the art equipment and

software, visit the company’s website, fill out the online contact form, or send an email to

info@velo3D.com. You can also contact the company at (408)610-3915. 

About the Company: Velo3D is not just another 3D printer producer. In fact, the company’s

founder, Benny Buller, created Velo3D with the intent to solve some of the biggest problems

facing the metal additive manufacturing industry today. The development of the Sapphire

system and Flow software have revolutionized the industry, and because of their user-friendly

design, they have helped more engineers than ever before adopt metal 3D printing. The

company’s products are ready to manufacture and provide limitless design capabilities, allowing

companies to produce components that would have been impossible only a few short years ago.

For more information please visit http://www.velo3d.com
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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